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More dictionaries for digital data

The constant-time array initialization trick
Goals:

� an array A indexed by 0, . . . ,m− 1

� constant time access

� space O(m)

� constant time initialization (to some default
value)
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Idea: main array is A, two auxiliary arrays When
and Whch, and a time counter t

If A[] is first assigned to at time t:

When[] = t, Whch[t] = 

nt(): t← 0
Vd():

t′ ←When[]
return 0 ≤ t′ < t and Whch[t′] = 

Access():
if Vd() then return A[]

else return default value
Assgn(, ):

if not Vd() then
When[]← t, Whch[t]← , t← t + 1

A[]← 
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Search tries: dictionary for strings
dictionary for strings over finite alphabet Δ

assume Δ = {0, . . . ,m− 1}

maintain an m-ary tree, where the items in the
dictionary determine the paths in the tree
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Example
Assume m = 2

1

0111111
011110

00
01111

Data:0

0

0
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11
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1

1
1

1
0

1

11101
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Analysis
Assume

� each node is represented as an array of m
pointers

� n items in the dictionary

� N = sum of lengths of all items

Time for lookup: O(length of item)

Space: O(Nm)

� reduce to O(N+ nm) by compressing
“chains”

� or even to O(N+ n) by using linked lists —
drawback: slows down lookups
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Example: chain compression

11

0111111
011110

00
01111

Data:
0

0

0

1111
11101

11101
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Why chain compression works

Fact: if T is a tree with n leaves, and every
internal node has degree > 1, then T has at
most n− 1 internal nodes

Time for insertion: O(length of item+m)

� O(m) time needed to initialize a single array
of m pointers

� this assumes chain compression

� we can even get rid of the O(m) term, using
the “constant time array initialization trick”

Time for deletion: similar to insertion
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2-3 trees: a dictionary for general data
Assume data items are totally ordered (<,>,=)

Assume n items in the dictionary

Structure: a tree

� Data stored only at leaves (no duplicates)

� All leaves at the same level, in sorted order

� Each internal node:

– has either 2 or 3 children

– has a “guide”: the maximum data item in
its subtree

Height of tree is O(logn)
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Example

17

1 3 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 15 17

1711863

8

17
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Serch(): use guides

nsert(): Search for , and if it should belong
under p:

add  as a child of p (if not already present)

if p now has 4 children:

� split p into two two nodes, p1 and p2,
each with two children

� process p’s parent in the same way

� Special case: no parent — create new
root, increasing height of tree by 1

Also need to update “guides” — easy

Time = O(height) = O(logn)
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Case when p ends up with 4 children

p

 y z

p



p1 p2

y z

 zy
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Deete(): Search for , and if found under p:

remove 

if p now only has one child:

� if p is the root: delete p (height
decreases by 1)

� if one of p’s siblings has 3 children:
borrow one

� if none of p’s siblings has 3 children:

– one sibling q must have 2 children

– give p’s only child to q

– delete p

– process p’s parent
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Easy case: borrow from sibling

 

q

 y

p

p

y  

q
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Harder case: give away only child

q



p

 y

q

y

p
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2-3 trees: summary
Assume n items in dictionary

Running time for lookup, insert, delete:
O(logn) comparisons, plus O(logn) overhead

Space: O(n) pointers
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Dictionaries for strings: a comparison
hash tables, search tries, or balanced trees (e.g.,

2-3 trees)?

Assume n strings of length t over an m letter
alphabet

Time per lookup:

� tries and hash tables: O(t)

which is faster depends on the relative costs
of memory access (tries will jump through t
pointers) and hash function evaluation

tries may be faster for “misses”
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Time per lookup (cont’d):

� balanced trees: O(t logn) — O(logn)
comparisons, each takes time O(t)

Space:

� hash tables and balanced trees very space
efficient

� tries can be real space hogs

Support for other operations:

� tries support fast prefix matching

� balanced trees support fast in-order
traversal (and other things)

� hash tables: nothing
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Ternary Search Trees
the best of all possible worlds?

Reference: Sedgewick & Bentley
http://www.ddj.com/184410528

� Each internal node has 3 children and a “guide”
that consists of a single letter in the alphabet

� To look for a string, compare current letter of
string to guide of current node

– update current node: branch left/down/right
according to <,=,>

– update current letter: advance 1 pos if =
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3. The Algorithms 

Just as Quicksort is isomorphic to binary search trees, 
so (most-significant-digit) radix sort is isomorphic to digi- 
tal search tries (see Knuth [ 111). These isomorphisms are 
described in this table: 

This section introduces the algorithm and data structure in 
the middle row of the table. Like radix sort and tries, the 
structures examine their input field-by-field, from most 
significant to least significant. But like Quicksort and 
binary search trees, the structures are based on field-wise 
comparisons, and do not use array indexing. 

We will phrase the problems in terms of a set of n vec- 
tors, each of which has k components. The primitive oper- 
ation is to perform a ternary comparison between two com- 
ponents. Munro and Raman [ 18) describe an algorithm for 
sorting vector sets in-place, and their references describe 
previous work in the area. 

Hoare [9] sketches a Quicksort modification due to P. 
Shackleton in a section on “Multi-word Keys”: “When it 
is known that a segment comprises all the items, and only 
those items, which have key values identical to a given 
value over the first n words, in partitioning this segment, 
comparison is made of the (n + 1 )th word of the keys.” 
Hoare gives an awkward implementation of this elegant 
idea; Knuth [ 1 I] gives details on Shackleton’s scheme in 
Solution 5.2.2.30. 

A ternary partitioning algorithm provides an elegant 
implementation of Hoare’s multikey Quicksort. This 
recursive pseudocode sorts the sequence s of length n that 
is known to be identical in components 1 ..d- 1; it is origi- 
nally called as sort(s, n, 1). 

sort(s, n, 6) 
if n I 1 or d > k return; 
choose a partitioning value v; 
partition s around value v on component d to form 

sequences s,, s=, s, of sizes 12~. 17 =, n ,; 
sort(s., n,, 4; 
sol-Q=, II=, d+ 1); 
SOrt(S>, n,. 6); 

The partitioning value can be chosen in many ways, from 
computing the true median of the specified component to 
choosing a random value in the component. 

Ternary search trees are isomorphic to this algorithm. 
Each node in the tree contains a split value and pointers to 
low and high (or left and right) children; these fields per- 

\ : 
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t 

as at be by he in is it of on or to 

Figure 2. A ternary search tree for 12 two-her words 

form the same roles as the corresponding fields in binary 
search trees. Each node also contains a pointer to an equal 
child that represents the set of vectors with values equal to 
the split value. If a given node splits on dimension d, its 
low and high children also split on d, while its equal child 
splits on d + 1. As with binary search trees, ternary trees 
may be perfectly balanced, constructed by inserting ele- 
ments in random order, or partially balanced by a variety 
of schemes. 

In Section 62.2, Knuth [ 11) builds an optimal binary 
search tree to represent the 31 most common words in 
English; twelve of those words have two letters. Figure 2 
shows the perfectly balanced ternary search tree that results 
from viewing those words as a set of n = 12 vectors of k = 2 
components. The low and high pointers are shown as solid 
lines, while equal pointers are shown as dashed lines. The 
input word is shown beneath each terminal node. This tree 
was constructed by partitioning around the true median of 
each subset. 

A search for the word “is” starts at the root, proceeds 
down the equal child to the node with value “s”, and stops 
there after two comparisons. A search for “ax” makes 
three comparisons to the first letter (“a”) and two compar- 
isons to the second letter (“x”) before reporting that the 
word is not in the tree. 

This idea dates back at least as far as 1964; see, for 
example, Clampett [5]. Prior authors had proposed repre- 
senting the children of a trie node by an array or by a 
linked list; Clampett represents the set of children with a 
binary search tree: his structure can be viewed as a ternary 
search tree. Mehlhom [ 171 proposes a weight-balanced 
ternary search tree that searches, inserts and deletes ele- 
ments in a set of n strings of length k in I?( Jog n + k) 
time; a similar structure is described in Section 1X6.3 of 
Mehlhom’s text [ 161. 

Bentley and Saxe [4] propose a perfectly balanced ter- 
nary search tree structure. The value of each node is the 
median of the set of elements in the relevant dimension; 
the tree in Figure 1 was constructed by this criterion. 
Bentley and Saxe present the structure as a holution to a 
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Running time for a lookup: O(t + logn)

� Assumes length of string is t, dictionary
contains n items, and that tree is well balanced

� Idea: each iteration of lookup step either

– decreases length of string by 1, or

– cuts number of items in half

Space: O(n) (assuming path compression)

Support for other operations:

� prefix matching

� in-order traversal

� others . . .
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